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# Level Adjustments A common first task with an image is to adjust the levels. Levels control the brightness and exposure of an image. The most basic image-editing controls are all based on levels. With a level system, any adjustments you make will be relative to the level setting. Think of the level
as the baseline for an image. Before editing in GIMP, select the Adjustments menu⇒Levels and click the OK button to open the Levels dialog box, as shown in Figure 19-18. Figure 19-18: Adjust the levels of an image in GIMP. Three color bars are displayed in the left side of the Levels dialog
box. The black bar displays the current image, and the blue and red bars display the image's peak and average color values, respectively. The peak color value is the most colorful portion of the image, and the average color value is the average brightness of the image. To adjust the levels of an image,
click the left and right arrows to move the blue level bar to the right until the blue level matches the color range of the black level bar. Click and drag the right
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Photoshop has been a staple desktop app for decades. It was originally designed as a product for professionals and now many people use Photoshop for both personal and professional reasons. Photoshop is a complex program but it’s quite easy to use if you learn and use it properly. In this guide,
we’ll show you how to edit photos in Adobe Photoshop and apply simple effects such as: Correcting the exposure and brightness Reducing the noise or pixel size Fixing a dark or underexposed image Adding a border to a photo Adding background and clip art Cropping a photo Adding stickers,
shadows, vintage effects and more Photo Editing Fundamentals First, we will explain the basics of photo editing and look at what you can do with Photoshop Elements to produce high-quality images. Exposure You can easily adjust the brightness and contrast of a photo. For example, if you want to
make your face look brighter, change the Exposure setting. To access this feature, click View, Adjustment Layers, Exposure. You can also use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl/⇧ + Shift + E or ⇧ + 0 to select the Exposure tool. Next, adjust the Exposure slider until the white balance matches your light
conditions. On the far left, Photoshop Elements will show you all the available light conditions (Cloudy, Sunny, Fog, Tungsten, Fluorescent, etc). If the photo looks darker, move the slider to the right. You can also use the Curves dialog box to change the contrast, brightness, and saturation of the
image. To access this dialog box, click Modify, Curves. Noise If your photos have a lot of white noise, it’s easy to remove it. To do this, use the Reduce Noise tool. The Reduce Noise tool is a slider, so move it to the left or right to make the image appear brighter or darker. If you don’t like the
results, you can also adjust the amount of sharpening on the image by clicking Erase, Sharpen and adjusting the Amount slider. Using the Spot Healing Brush If there is a part of your photo that looks blurry or out of focus, you can use the Spot Healing Brush to remove it. To do this, select the Spot
Healing Brush tool and click the area of your image 05a79cecff
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(struct tegra_drm_plane *plane) { struct tegra_dc_state *state = to_dc_state(plane); return DC_READ(dc, DC_DISP_DISP_WIN_OPTIONS) & (DC_WIN_OPTIONS_CSC_EN | DC_WIN_OPTIONS_ALPHA_EN); } static int tegra_plane_atomic_check(struct drm_plane *plane, struct
drm_plane_state *state) { struct tegra_plane *p = to_tegra_plane(plane); struct tegra_plane_state *plane_state; struct tegra_drm *tegra = p->base.dev->dev_private; u32 options = 0; u32 state_flags; state_flags = state->flags; if (state->fb) { plane_state = to_tegra_plane_state(state); options =
tegra_plane_get_options(plane, state_flags); } else if (state->crtc) { plane_state = to_tegra_plane_state(state); options = tegra_plane_get_options(plane, state_flags); state->crtc = NULL; } else { dev_err(plane->dev->dev, "invalid plane state "); return -EINVAL; } if (options &
(DC_WIN_OPTIONS_CSC_EN | DC_WIN_OPTIONS_ALPHA_EN)) { u32 mode = tegra_plane_get_csc_mode(plane); if (state->crtc) drm_crtc_helper_set_mode(state->crtc, &plane_state->crtc_state, mode); else tegra->plane.drm_state.crtc = &plane_state->crtc_state; } if (options &
DC_WIN_OPTIONS_WIN_
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